
Metals and alloys revision  
BUGS the question 

 
 
 

 

Task  Task 

complete 

RAG rate 

confidence 
1. Explain the history and processing of metals   
2. Describe 3 characteristics  and uses of ferrous metals   
3. Describe 3 characteristics and uses of non-ferrous metals   
4. Describe 3 characteristics and uses of a ferrous or non-ferrous alloy   
5. Explain the origin and the 2 popular types of ore   
6. Explain 2 different methods of mining from the ground   
7. Identify 2 methods of smelting   
8. Describe the process of the blast furnace   
9. Describe the process of the reduction cell   
10. Discuss 4 factors when working with metal   
11. Describe the various forms metal is bought from stock   
12. Describe 5 production aids used in manufacturing    
13. Describe 3 standard components used with metals   
14. Explain how the properties  of metals can be modified through heat 

treatment 
  

15. Describe the annealing process of steel   
16. Describe the annealing process of  aluminium   
17. Describe how to mark out on metals   
18. Describe 2 saws used in manufacturing   
19. Explain the terms ‘cross’ and ‘draw’ filing and describe how to bend 

metals  
  

20. Describe the process of drilling metal   
21. Describe 2 types of joining metals   
22. Describe the process of soft soldering   
23. Describe the process of hard soldering   
24. Describe the process of brazing   
25. Describe the process of welding   
26. Describe the process of Oxyacetylene welding   
27. Describe the process of Electric arc welding   
28. Describe 3 methods of commercially shaping metal by machining   
29. Describe the process of casting   
30. Describe the process of pewter casting   
31. Describe the process of galvanising   
32. Describe the process of anodising   
33. Describe how to apply paint to metal   
34. Describe the process of dip coating   
35. Describe the process of powder coating   
36. Describe how a go-no-gauge is used   
37. Describe the following gauges: plug, gap and adjustable   
38. Explain how a depth stop is used   
39. Discuss the following influences when using metal: functionality   

• Box the command word.  • Underline any key words.  

• Recall specific facts. • Answer using structured sentences. 



40. Discuss the following influences when using metal: aesthetics   
41. Discuss the following influences when using metal: availability   
42. Discuss the following influences when using metal: cost   
43. Discuss the environmental factors   
44. Discuss the social and cultural factors   
45. Discuss the ethical factors    

 

  



Workshop activities 
 

Task Comments  Tools/ 

equipment 

Clean down old piece of copper to remove 

paint 

  Copper pipe and 1 
connector  

Solder 2 pieces of copper pipe together using 

solder and flux  

  Aluminium block 

Centre punch and drill a hole into the 

aluminium block, polish until shiny  

  Standard wire gauge 

Solder 2 wires together using 3rd arm   Scriber 

Prepare and paint copper pipe    Engineers square 

   Callipers 

   Centre punch 

   Hacksaw 

   Junior hacksaw 

   Soldering 

   Pewter casting 

   Galvanised steel 

   Painting 

   Dip coating   

 


